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ABSTRACT
We propose here an approach of the morphophonological
treatment of borrowed lexical items in the general French
lexicon, through the mecanims of the functionning of the
TTS Toph. We will show how the methodology we adopted in
this TTS allows us to distinguish two levels of processing,
adapted to the nature of the items. After the display of the
typology of phonetic transfers we will focus on the
inflexional systems of loanwords, taking into account the
graphic and the phonetic dimensions. The last part will be
dedicated to the phonetic inflected forms generation, which
would find applications in concept-to-speech synthesis.

1. INTRODUCTION

Our general framework is the description of the relations
between the graphic and the phonetic codes (1), (3), (6). Our
corpus-based methodology consists in observing an
extensive attested sample: the graphic and phonetic forms of
(12). The size of the corpus (59,000 lexical items in le Petit
Robert (12) allows us to generalize to the French language in
its whole the functionings that emerged from (12). The
analysis reveals contextual constraints delimiting "lexical
areas", that is to say sub-groups of lexical items for which
the transcription follows specific sub-systems of regularity.
The transcription process, inside these linguistic areas,
results from the projection on the French language of the
source language system. In this paper we more specifically
focus on the French pronunciation of loans.

The rule-based approach we adopted aims at being the most
generalizing one. It opposes two levels of treatment of
loans: on the first hand the loans which usage is already fixed
in the general lexicon of French. They are non contemporary
loans borrowed at moment T of the evolution of French, and
considered at a moment T+n, n being the phonetic and/or
orthographic changes that each lexical item will have been
submitted to from the moment when the photograph of the
item in its source language will have been taken. Concretely,
the approach we have of these configurations in the Text-to-
phones Toph is lexicon-based: the functionning of the
lexical item at the stage T+n is frozen and non generalizing.
The second level of treatment of loans concerns another
generation: contemporary loans. Our rules strategy is a
response to the spontanuous and untimely introduction of
new loans at any time. Contrary to the lexicon based
approach, the rule based approach has a power of
generalization which will make that each lexical item will be
able to be correctly phoneticized. These two levels of
treatment in Toph represent the two ways in which the

language manipulates loans: either the treatment is frozen, or
it is still in evolution.

Our approach is then the following: we validate our rules on
an extracted observation sub-lexicon. These rules are as
many generalizations allowing the processing of words
absent from dictionaries. This approach is meant to be linked
to the automatic detection of the source language by way of a
n-grammes system (2) thus allowing to unify all the
functionnings in coherent sub-systems.

We present in the first part sub-systems belonging to a
particular source language, represented by lexicons extracted
from (12) and a first description of the transcription of the
loans inflected forms. The whole of these descriptions is
implemented into a TTS written in Toph language (1) and has
been systematicaly tested on a sample of the French language
equivalent to (12). The second part deals with the inflected
forms phonetic generation.

2. LOANWORDS: SPECIFIC SYSTEMS

2 . 1 . What is a loanword?

Borrowing a word from another language is a phenomenon
experienced by every language in contact with others, with
the help of a privileged media: its users. It has to be
distinguished from interference or alternance between
languages (9). Let us propose a first definition, inevitably
reducing: borrowing consists in the translation in a given
linguistic system of characteristics (in our case phonetic
ones) peculiar to another linguistic system. There are many
motivations: (a) the referent is borrowed at the same time as
its denomination, (b) the word does not exist in the
extralinguistic reality of the borrowing culture (djem��,
1870, arabic, notables assembly representing a douar, in
Northen Africa), (c) the word is borrowed on the pression of a
dominant linguistic community (this particularly concerns
the computing domain).

If a word recently borrowed is easily recognizable because
still stamped with exoticism in its pronunciation (and
"exoticism" is taken into its broader acceptation, dealing
with everything that comes from the exterior, the interior
being a particular linguistic zone), others loose the
(morphological, phoneticÉ) trace of their exogene origin.
Long date loans tend to be completely assimilated, and thus
cannot be identified as such. The target language then has a
large power of absorption.
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2 . 2 . The Toph Processing of
Loanwords

The TTS written in Toph language allows a specific
processing of loanwords (provided these lasts show
deviations to the norm) by two means: (a) the creation of
individual rules, thus proving the grapheme-phoneme
correspondence singularity (ÜeoÝ => [i] in a very few words
like boat people, 1979, English); (b) the creation of
lexicons, resulting from a systematic filtering of (12)
through the general French system. The methodology is the
following: the minimal transcription units showing a
deviation to the primitive grammar used as a basis are
gathered into lexicons, which are the trace of a unified
specific functioning. As a result, we delimit the lexical items
coming from the same source language and at the same time
show the same phonetic transcription for each given unit.

The foreign languages represented in the grammar are
presented below. We took into account the given realisations
of a given grapheme, that is to say we do not give any
indication about its covering. A single rule can apply to a
highly varied number of lexical items. For example: the rule
sounding the consonant ÜtÝ in the final position is activated
on items belonging to many different languages.
Conversely, a single lexical item can generate several
different rules (like cipaye and cruzeiro, as we will show
further on). Generally speaking, the weight of loanwords on
Toph varies according to the assimilation degree: the more
assimilated the lexical item, the less deviant to the
pronunciation rules of French. Which makes it less
ýdetectableý. It also means that the list of languages we give
is far from being exhaustive: the lexical items belonging to
regular languages (regular to the French system) or the
lexical items that are totally assimilated do not appear.

Here is the list of the main languages that have deposited
lexical items into French. They are given in increasing order
of representation in the grammar: English, German, Latin,
Italian (together with Corsican), Arabic, Spanish, Greek,
Dutch, Russian, Portugese, Japanese, Hungarian, Hebrew,
Chinese, Turkish, Scandinavian, Egyptian, Hindi, Sanskrit,
African languages, Lapp, Persian, Swedish, Vietnamese,
Polish, Ameridian languages, Malay, Singhalese.

It is extremely difficult to give a list and above all to quantify
the lexical items at different stages of their integration,
because we can find examples for which each grapheme is not
at the same stage of its evolution. For instance, behaviorism
is pronounced this way: [biiiiavjORim]. It mixes a French ([a])
and an Anglo-saxon ([i]) pronunciation. However, it is not
the most representative case, usually each grapheme of the
same item has a unified behaviour and are all at the same
stage of their integration in the French phonetic system
(akvavit [akwwwwavitttt]).In the first case we can suppose that we
are in front of an intermediary stage of the evolution. The
lexical item behaviorism might be pronounced in the future
[beavjORism]. The ultimate stage would be the adjonction of a
graphic accent on the "e".

2 . 3 . A Typology of Phonetic Transfers

Holden (p. 131, 132) critically examines the three distinct
hypothesis that can be adopted when considering the
morphophonological transfer of loanwords. The first
hypothesis "asserts the complete independence of loanwords
from the native vocabulary". He criticizes the limits of such a
statement and follows "this hypothesis, as it stands, refers
only to entirely unassimilated borrowings". The second
hypothesis "assumes partial overlap between the
phonologies of borrowed and native vocabulary". This
hypothesis also admits the idea that "loanwords from a
particular source uniformly and predictably exhibit the same
set of phonological peculiarities". This statement, however,
allows a few counter-examples. Hypothesis 3 states that
"although a fixed set of features may be associated in a given
language, this set is not predictable for any given borrowing
because borrowings show different degrees of assimilation".
This hypothesis puts forwards as an assimilation factor the
frecuency of usage of the item. Holden insinuates that there
could be other hypothesis. For our part, we can give a
description, which takes into account the graphic dimension.

Some lexical items prove the existence of what we will call
sub-systems inside a broader correspondence system. These
transcription sub-systems, particular to borrowings can be
described following four configurations:

First configuration. The unit also belongs to the French
system. It is pronounced in the target language after an
immediate transfer (pipe-line [piplin], 1886). The units,
then, are the same as the French general system, which
logically implies that these loanwords do not generate a
specific processing in Toph TTS.

The three following cases, on the contrary, have all major
repercussions on our grammar. They are concerned with cases
for which the pronunciation of the unit shows deviances from
the uncontextual pronunciation.

Second configuration.  The unit also belongs to the
French system but the sound target is modified (software
[sOftwEEEER], 1965).

Third configuration. The sound target of the borrowed
unit is a contextual generalization of the general system
(barmaid [baRmEdddd], 1861) or were totally intergrated (wagon
[vvvvagO$], 1826, warranter [vvvvaRA$te], 1874).

Fourth configuration. The inherited unit corresponds to
a sound unit resulting from a transfer without any analogy
with the French system. There are three of these units in
French: [x], [Q] and [h]. These consonants only show in
loanwords, the first one in lexical items coming from
Spanish (but the Spanish language inherited them from Arab)
or Arab. The second one can be found in items coming from
English and Spanish and the third one from Russian.

We present below exhaustively the graphemes for one
particular foreign language that is processed in the grammar,
Portuguese.



C o n v e r s i o n s Examples
a(y) --> [A] cipaye, 1768
(a)y -->[j] cipaye
u-->[w ] seringuero, 1890
e --> [e] seringuero
z --> [s] cruzeiro, 1943

am -->[A$m] samba, 1923
�o --> [A$] sert�o, 1875
ei-->[Ej] cruzeiro
u-->[u] cruzado, 1986

Table 1: Graphemes for the lexical items coming from
Portuguese.

In the grammar is performed a specific processing of
polyphons. For each lexical item we propose the different
pronunciations attested by (12). Following this reference,
capriccio (XX°) is rewritten [kapRittttSSSSo] and [kapRissssjjjjo]. In most
cases, a single lexical item (fading, 1930, pronounced [faaaadiN]
and [fEEEEdiN]) shows a pronunciation regular to the French
general system [piiiipliiiin], and another one, more faithful to the
original [paaaajjjjplaaaajjjjn].

3. THE INFLEXIONAL SYSTEMS OF
LOANWORDS

3 . 1 . Linguistic Concerns

We shall now draw attention to a particularly interesting
point when dealing with loanwords, that is their inflexional
systems. This matter deserves a particular interest for at least
one reason: the inflexional paradigm of a loanword often
gives clues about its degree and manner of integration, even
if this statement will need to be qualified.

The inflexional paradigm seems to be a good material to
establish in synchrony a kind of graduated scale indicating
the degree of integration of one loanword or another coming
from a given source language. In other words, the lexical
items show their degree of assimilation in their showing an
inflexional paradigm modelled on the French language
inflexional system. Conversely, a lexical item that follows
the patterns of its source language, in doing so, shows its
independence.

Different configurations are to be distinguished and will be
described hereafter in extension. In the first configuration,
the inflected form is borrowed at the same time as the
canonical form and is phonologicaly tranferred into French
(yacht(s)man). Secondly, the canonical form is inflected in
accordance with the French inflexional system, following
the canonical form phonological transfer (scout). The third
operation is the one where the inflexional criteria (mainly
the distinction female/male) of the form are modified after the
transfer (blinis). Finally, the form is inflected according to a
system borrowed from the source language, which may lead
to erroneous forms (tenniswoman).

3 . 2 . The Sub-systems

The automatic phonetic transcription of our lexicon with
Toph, together with all the corresponding inflected forms,
made it possible to distinguish the major cases of transfers,
graphical and phonological. We will expose them following
a gradation that could be the one used priorly.

First case. The target language takes in its whole the
inflexional paradigm of the loanword subjected to
borrowing. We mean from the graphic point of view. Then it
is submitted to a phonological transfer as faithful as possible
to the source language.

For example the paradigm yacht(s)man, yacht(s)men,
yacht(s)woman, yacht(s)women, introduced into French in
1859, borrowed from English, has been integrally transferred
into French. The pronunciation of the uninflected form, as
well as the pronunciation of the inflexional morphemes, is
close to the English one.

An intermediate level of treatment might be the "rush"
example: the canonical form is also directly transferred, but
the inflexional morpheme has a mixed treatment: its
pronunciation is done the French way. Example: English =>
rush, rushes/[rUS], [rUSzzzz], French => rush, rushes/[R„S] ,
[R„S].

Second case. The written code only takes the canonic form
and the French system apposes its own inflexional
morphemes : boy scout [bOi skaut] became scout [skut], and
girl scout [g«:l skaut], scoute [skut]. A mixed functioning can
also be found (maximum [maksimOm ], maximums
[maksimOOOOmmmm], maxima [maksimaaaa])  where the inflected forms
may come from either the Latin or the French systems.

It may be appropriate at this stage to say a few words about
the common reflexion which is done when dealing with the
borrowing datation: it would justify the integration degree.
The first apparition of maximum  in French dates back to
1718, according to (12). If one only examines the examples
of maximum and yacht, the theory might be acceptable. But
it is given a rough handling by other examples such as goy
(from Hebrew "christian"), which has the same
characteristics as the first case (pluriel goym [gOim] ou goyim
[gOjim]) but whose borrowing is previous (XVI°). Other
factors then have to be determining, one of them beeing
possibly the use frequency (9) (8) (maximum was introduced
more recently into the French lexicon but is more used than
goy) .

Third case. The French lexicon only takes the lexical item
inflected form. The French system then recategorizes it into
an unmarked form. It then looses its inflexion markers and
superimposes on this new unmarked form its inflexional
morphemes. Example: blinis [blinis], borrowed in 1883
from the Russian lexical item blini [blini], the plural form of
blin [blin]. The French form then shows a redundant number.
Haugen (7) calls this phenomenon "hybrid inflection"
(p.218). As for the final ÜsÝ sounding, it is certainly
analogical.



Fourth case. The French lexicon only takes the stem and
superimposes an inflexional paradigm, the closest to what is
supposed to be the source language inflexion formation
mode. The pronunciation is also supposed to be the source
language one. Example: tennisman [tenisman], tenniswoman
[teniswuman], tennismen [tenismEn], tenniswomen
[teniswumEn]. These forms are pseudo-anglicisms, created
around 1930, following the model of the lexical items
having the same inflexional behaviour as sportsman. But the
English lexicon does not distinguish between genders, only
between numbers: tennis player, tennis players.

The four main cases of functioning stress on the fact that the
adaptation of foreign items of all linguistic levels to the
target language patterns, such as the incorporation of verbal
and nominal suffixes, gender attribution, the creation of the
inflexional paradigm, etcÉ are hints about the degree of
integration of the lexical items in this language.

There is a particularly interesting case of transfer because
quite isolated. It introduces a supplementary motivation that
we still have not hinted at, the political dimension, if we
may say so. It is illustrated by the example of m a i l
(electronic mail). This item comes from the English mail,
which transferred it into French at a very recent time. It does
not even show in our reference dictionary Le Petit Robert
(1991). This item experienced very fastly, which makes us
think that this evolution is not completely natural, but was
forced, a complete gallicizing. Not only did the "ai" become
"e" pronounced [E] (let us note the disappearance of the
diphthong) but it was also apposed an accent although
unaccentuated "e" is pronounced [E] in many other lexical
items in the same context in French. Then mail became m�l.
Such is the official nomination even if the usage is not
completely fixed yet.

4 . THE INFLECTED FORMS
AUTOMATIC GENERATION

4 . 1 . Introduction

The general framework of this stage of our study is the
orthographic and phonetic inflected forms generation, and
more precisely, as it is indeed our main subject, the
orthographic and phonetic inflected forms of loanwords.

Two sets of tools were developped, on Hypercard platforms.
The first one generates the orthographic inflected forms of a
reference lexicon of nouns and adjectives. The second one,
still in the process of being elaborated, aims at doing the
same with the inflected forms of a lexicon which is,
originally, the phonetic equivalent of the first, but which
was submitted to modifications that will be exposed in detail
subsequently. Our long term objective is to make emerge the
pertinent orthographic and phonetic inflexional unities, in
order to measure the degree of autonomy of these two. Thus
we might be able to give a first definition of what might be
called a phonetic inflexional morphology of French.

4 . 2 . The orthographic Forms
Generation

In order to extract the linguistic functionnings inherent to
the French inflexional system, and aiming at obtaining an
operational tool, we elaborated a Hypercard tool set
generating all the inflected forms of a lexicon including
33.198 nouns and 11.698 adjectives. These lexical items
were extracted from the lexicon the "60.000" of the ICP. In
these generators, each lexical item is inflected following the
instructions given beforehand which classifies the "60.000"
into the DELA categories (9). The classification criteria stand
in two different levels. The first level defines the canonical
form. The criteria, then, are the grammatical nature
(prepositions, adverbs, determinants, pronouns, quantifiers,
interjections, subordination conjunctions, nouns,
adjectivesÉ), the number and the gender. The second level
gives the patterns of the change from the canonical form to
the inflected ones, orthographic and phonetic patterns. We
obtain 426 categories.

Let us make clear that we manipulate minimal unities of
substitution, and not linguistic unities, even if the two
sometimes overlap. There is no morphological analysis
module even if the substituted units are clues about the
formation mode of the inflected forms when they appear with
recurrence. The morphological analysis is not yet necessary
at this stage of our study but will be required when dealing
with a more detailed linguistic analysis.

We present here the graphic changes that affect the flexion in
number and gender of the loanwords of our corpus. As we
already mentionned, loanwords are most of the time
submitted to the French inflexional system. Thus they
become nearly undetectable. That is the reason why
loanwords following the French pattern could not be given
extensively in the following tables. We will give a sole
example: quaker, whose feminine form is quakeresse.

Subs t i tu t ion
patterns

Examples

Gender +esse quaker , quakeresse
um -> um/a maximum, maximum /

maxima
no change touareg, touareg
eg -> �gue touareg, touar�gue
man -> woman sportsman, sportswoman

Number um -> a erratum, errata
y -> ies lobby, lobbies
o -> i putto, putti
+e leitmotiv, leitmotive
+im goy, goyim
+m goy, goym
� -> yim go�, goyim
� -> ym go�, goym
ar -> our ksar, ksour
+a lev, leva
us -> i n¾vus, n¾vi
u -> i leu, lei



o -> o/i pizzicato, pizzicato /
pizziccati

us -> us/i oculus, oculus / oculi
Table 2: loans graphic conversions. The sign "+" indicates
that the following form is added to the canonical form. The
sign "->" indicates that the following form substitutes for the
previous form. The sign "/" indicates an alternative.

We can observe that gender has got a more regular inflexion
to the French system than number:

The conversions patterns for gender in loanwords represent
12% of the total of the conversions patterns of our corpus
lexical items. As for number, they represent 61%.

4 . 3 . The Phonetic Inflected Forms
Generation

The processes we adopt in the continuation of this study is
the opposite to the previous one since this time we start from
the phonetic forms, and not the orthographic ones, to
observe their inflexional system. What is at stake here is to
know if, once established that the orthographic and phonetic
morphological units are disconnected, what their exact nature
is, and to what extent they cooperate.

A lexicon of phonetic canonical forms was built, by the
phoneticization of our reference lexicon of nouns and
adjectives with the Toph phoneticization environment.
However, this phonetic lexicon is not the exact phonetic
mirror of the orthographic version since the orthographic
units having the same phonetic identity were reduced to one
sole occurrence, in order to stay coherent to our previous (5)
position to give only one occurrence of ambiguous lexical
items. We call "ambiguous" the lexical items that have the
same graphic form but which belong to diferent lexical
categories, or do not have any common semantic roots. For
the phonetic forms, are ambiguous the lexical items (a)
whose graphic correspondences are distinct, (b) whose
graphic correspondences are identical but whose grammatical
category is distinct, (c) whose graphic correspondences are
identical but whose category and gender are distinct, (d)
whose gender is distinct, (e) whose number is distinct (f)
whose gender and number are distinct (g) whose inflexions
are distinct. A trace of their many graphic correspondences is
kept in the category labelling attributed to the occurrence,
and, obviously, in the generated inflected forms.

This labelling was elaborated following the same criteria as
those that prevailed in the orthographic forms labelling.
They are still, then, the category nature, the gender, the
number and the nature of the inflexion. The total number of
these labels is 70. We have to add to it the labels of each case
of ambiguity. Which makes up a total of 318.

We obtain a lexicon of approximatively 40.000 phonetic
forms. The number of the orthographic forms conversion
patterns, gender and number at the same time, rise to 73, for
57 concerning the phonetic forms. The inflexional phonetic
system of French, then, seems less complex than the
orthographic one, but this statement needs to be qualified.

We give below the loans substitution patterns. The first table
gives the gender patterns, and the second the number
patterns. The ortographic correspondences are also given,
for a better readability.

Here is the table of correspondences for gender :

Subs t i tu t ion
patterns

Examples Graphic
forms

[„R] -> [REs] [kwEk„R] -> [kwEkREs] quaker ->
quakeresse

[Om] -> [Om ] / [a] [maksimOm] -> [maksimOm]
/ [maksima]

maximum ->
maximum,
maxima

[man] -> [wuman] [spOrtsman] ->
[spOrtswuman]

sportsman ->
sportswoman

No change [skut] -> [skut] scout ->
scoute

Table 3: loans phonetic conversions for gender.

Here is the table of correspondences for number :

Subs t i tu t ion
patterns

Examples Graphic
forms

No change [lObi] -> [lObi] lobby ->
lobbies

[an] -> [En] [spOrtsman] -> [spOrtsmEn]sportsman ->
sportsmen

[ys] -> [i] [nEvys] -> [nEvi] n¾vus -> n¾vi
[Om] -> [a] [eRatOm] -> [eRata] erratum ->

errata
[Ef] -> [eva] [lEf] -> [leva] lev -> leva
[o] -> [i] [pytto] -> [pytti] putto -> putti
[fl] -> [E] [lfl] -> [lE] leu -> lei
[aR] -> [uR] [ksaR] -> [ksuR] ksar -> ksour
[j] -> [im] [gOj] -> [gOim] goy -> goyim
[ys] -> [ys] / [i] [Okylys] -> [Okylys] /

[Okyli]
oculus ->
oculus / oculi

[o] -> [o] / [i] [pidzikato] -> [pidzikato] /
[pidzikati]

pizzicato ->
pizzicato /
pizzicati

[Om] -> [Om ] / [a] [OptimOm] -> [OptimOm] /
[Optima]

optimum ->
optimum /
optima

Table 4: loans phonetic conversions for number.

We give a synoptic table that could be used as a kind of
summary of the two previous tables. It puts in relations the
two levels, the orthographic and the phonetic ones.

orthographic
o p e r a t i o n s

phonetic operations Examples

+esse [„R] -> [REs] quaker,
quakeresse



um -> um / a [Om] -> [Om ] / [ma] maximum,
maximum /
maxima

eg -> �gue [] -> [] touareg,
touar�gue

man -> woman [man] -> [wuman] sportsman,
sportswoman

um -> a [Om] -> [a] erratum, errata
y -> ies [] -> [] lobby,

lobbies
o -> i [o] -> [i] putto, putti
+e [] -> [] leitmotiv,

leitmotive
+im [j] -> [im] goy, goyim
+m [j] -> [im] goy, goym
� -> yim [j] -> [im] go�, goyim
� -> ym [j] -> [im] go�, goym
ar -> our [aR] -> [uR] ksar, ksour
+a [Ef] -> [eva] lev, leva
us -> i [ys] -> [i] n¾vus, n¾vi
u -> i [fl] -> [E] leu, lei
o -> o / i [o] -> [o] / [i] pizzicato,

pizzicato /
pizzicati

us -> us / i [ys] -> [ys] / [i] oculus, oculus
/ oculi

Table 5: Comparison of the orthographic and phonetic
substitution units.

This table can lead to several conclusions. The most
immediate is that the inflexional phonetic morphemes are
not the phonetic correspondences of the orthographic
inflexional morphemes. If indeed one can find examples
where it is the case (ksar, ksour), most of the time the
frontiers are different.

Four different cases emerge:

First case. An orthographic addition corresponds to a
phonetic substitution:

Example: Quaker -> addition -> Quakeresse
[kwEk„„„„RRRR] -> substitution -> [kwEkRRRREEEEssss]

Second case. An orthographic substitution corresponds to
an absence of phonetic modifications:

Example: Lobby -> substitution-> Lobb ies
[lObi] -> [lObi]

Third case. An orthographic addition corresponds to a
phonetic absence of modifications:

Example: Leitmotiv -> addition-> Leitmotive
[lajtmOtif]-> [lajtmOtif]

Fourth case. An orthographic internal substitution
corresponds to a phonetic internal substitution:

Example: Ksar -> substitution -> Ksour
[ksaaaaRRRR] -> substitution -> [ksuuuuRRRR]

5. CONCLUSION

We here drew a faithful picture of the phoneticization of
loanwords in French, as well as their orthographic
morphology. As loanwords are a sub-lexicon of the general
French lexicon, the next step, for the generation part, will
consist in validating the conclusions we reached on the
whole of the ortho-phonetic corpus we elaborated.
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